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INTRODUCTION 
THE mapping class group f, is defined to be the group of path components of the group of 
orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of an oriented closed surface S, of genus CJ. In this 
paper, we study for a given prime p the Yagita invariant p(T;), which is defined as follows 
(see [13] for the case of finite groups and [9] for more general groups). 
Let f be a group of finite virtual cohomological dimension and 7~ c f any subgroup of 
prime order p. It is well known that the image Im(lfk(f;Z) -+ li”(n; Z)) of the restriction 
map in cohomology is non-zero for some degree X- > 0. Because the natural map 
H*(rc; Z) + H*(rr; 9,) maps onto ff,[u] c If *(n: F,) with II a generator in If ‘(n; IF,,), there 
exists a maximum value rn = n?(n) such that 
Im((ff *(r; Z)- ff *(n; IF,)) c ff,[d”] c H*(Tc; IF,,). 
It is easy to see (cf. Lemma 1.1) that the possible values NI(~) arc bounded by a number 
depending on r only. The Yagita invariant p(f) of f with respect to the prime p is then 
defined to be the least common multiple of values 2m(n), where rt ranges over all subgroups 
of order p of I-. We use the convention that p(f) = I if I- is p-torsion free. The invariant p(r) 
agrees with the p-period of a p-periodic group (i.e., a group with p-periodic Farrell 
cohomology groups, see [IO] and [l I] for a discussion of that concept) and, as it is the case 
for the p-period, the Yagita invariant p(r) divides 2(p ~ I)p’, for some k 2 0 (see Section I). 
The interest in p(r) stems from the fact that it provides a lower bound for the dimension 
of a complex, which admits a certain type of action of f (see [ 131 for the case of finite 
groups). For instance, one checks easily that if f acts properly discontinuously on R” x (S”‘)k 
and trivially on H*(R” x (Sm)k; Z), in a way that the stabilizer of any point I E IF!?” x (S”)” is 
a p-torsion free group. then nz + 1 is a multiple of the Yagita invariant p(T). We will discuss 
a variation of this in Section 4. 
The mapping class group f, is never 2-periodic for 9 > I. For an odd prime p and 
p-periodic I-, we completely determined the p-period in [S]. We recall that for an odd prime 
p and genus y f 1 mod p, I-, is always p-periodic; thus we will only need to be concerned 
with the case .(I = I modp in the sequel. We have a complete result in case p is an odd 
regular prime, and partial results for general primes (recall that a prime p is called regular if 
p does not divide the class number of the cyclotomic field Q(exp(27r~/~/p)); the smallest 
irregular prime is 37). It is convenient for what follows to employ the following terminology. 
Definition. Let p be a prime. We say that an integer CJ satisfies the (p)-condition if and 
only if y is of the form Ip” + 1 with I prime to p, 2 > 0, and 21 = p(2h - 2) + rC(p - I) for 
some integers 12 > 0, k 2 0 with k # I. 
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Our main result is the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let p he an odd regular prime and assume that g = lp” + 1 with 1 prime to 
p and c( > 0. Then the Yagita invariant p(F’,) is determined as follows. 
(i) 1fg does not satisfy the (p)-condition, then p(T,) equals 2( p - 1)~“~ ‘. 
(ii) 1j’g satisjes the (p)-condition, then p(T,) equals 2(p - 1)~“. 
For the case of a general odd prime, we have the following partial results, which 
underline the role of the (p)-condition. 
THEOREM 2. Let p he an odd prime and g = lp” + 1 with 1 prime to p and r > 0. Then the 
following holds. 
(0 p(r& has th e, orm 2(p - 1)~” or 2(p - l)p’-‘. f 
(ii) 1fg satisfies the (p)-condition, then p(T,) = 2(p - 1)~“. 
(iii) !f 1 < 21 < p - 1 then p(T,) = 2(p - 1)~“~ ‘. 
Remark 1. For a fixed prime p and r > 0 there are obviously only finitely many genera 
g of the form lp” + 1 with 1 prime to p which do not satisfy the (p)-condition. Thus, we can 
think of (ii) in Theorem 2 as the generic case. 
Remark 2. If the Krull dimension of H *(r,; FP) equals one so that I, is p-periodic, and if 
we assume g of the form Ip” + I with 1 prime to p and cx > 0, then the (p)-condition does not 
hold for g. This can be seen by comparing the (p)-condition with the formula for the Krull 
dimension for I, as stated in (111). Moreover, z is then necessarily equal to 1 (otherwise the 
Krull dimension is larger than 1 by [l]), and we recover the formula p(T,) = 2(p - 1) of [S] 
for that case. The finite set of values 1 prime to p for which g = lp + 1 gives rise to 
a p-periodic I, was determined in an explicit way in [12], where it is proved that I,,,+ 1 with 
1 prime to p is p-periodic if and only if 1 + 1 is prime to.p and the interval [(21 + 3)/p, 
(21 + 2)/(p - l)] does not contain an integer. The reader can then easily check that the 
smallest genus g for which there is an odd prime such that the Yagita invariant is not given 
either by [S], Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 is g = 1296 = 3537 + 1. 
Remark 3. From Lemma 2.2 it will become obvious that the (p)-condition has a geomet- 
ric interpretation as follows. If p denotes a prime and g = lp” + 1 with 1 prime to p and a > 0 
then g satisfies the p-condition if and only if I, contains a cyclic subgroup C of order p”+ ’ 
such that C lifts to an action on 5, with all stabilizers of order 2 p; note also that the 
C action on 5, cannot be free, since g - 1 = lp” is not divisible by p”+ ‘. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we provide some basic 
facts about the Yagita invariant and establish rather crude lower and upper bounds. In 
Section 2 we recall the definition of the fixed point data of an element of finite order in the 
mapping class group I, and develop a technique of moves, which requires the prime in 
question to be regular. The moves are used in Section 3 to study representations of 
subgroups of order p of I, on the space of holomorphic differentials of a Riemann surface of 
genus g. As a result, we will obtain precise lower bounds for I,. Using the action of I, on 
a suitable submanifold of the Teichmiiller space of surfaces of genus g we establish in 
Section 4 an upper bound for I, and use it to determine sharp upper bounds in Section 5, 
completing the proofs of the Theorems 1 and 2. 
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SECTION 1. SOME BASIC FACTS CONCERNING THE YAGITA INVARIANT 
Our first lemma provides an upper bound for the Yagita invariant p(T). 
LEMMA 1.1. Ler p he a prime and r a group offinite virtual cohomological dimension, 
which has p-torsion. Let G denote a jinite factor group of r such that the kernel of the 
projection r + G is p-torsion free. Then the Yugita invariant p(T) divides 2( p - l)pk- ‘, where 
pk-denotes the largest power of p which divides the order of G. 
Proof: We consider the regular representation p: G + Gl,o,(@) of the finite group G. If 
we restrict p to a subgroup n of order p in G, then p 17~ is of the form spk I,, where s is prime 
to p and g denotes the regular representation of 7~. Since the total Chern class c(a) in 
H*(z; Z) has the form 1 + cPml(b) with ~,_~(a) # 0, we see that ctP_ l,,km~(p) restricts to 
SCP_ l(@km’, which is non-trivial in the integral cohomology of 71. Therefore, the Yagita 
invariant of the factor group G must divide 2(p - 1)~~~ ‘. But every subgroup of order p in 
r, injects into G via the projection, and therefore viewing p as a representation p” of r, its 
Chern class c (P _ l)Pkm ,( 6) will restrict non-trivially to any subgroup of order p in I-, showing 
that p(T) divides 2(p - 1)~~~’ too. 
It is often possible to improve on the power of p in the upper bound of p(T) as follows. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let p be a prime, I- a group of jinite virtual cohomological dimension, and 
assume that p: I- + G&(C) is a representation of degree d such that p does not have any element 
of order p in the kernel. 
(i) !f d < pm then p(r) divides 2(p - 1)~“-‘. 
(ii) p(T) c G&(Q) and d < (p - 1)~“’ then p(T) divides 2(p - 1)~“~‘. 
Proof: We know already that p(T) divides 2(p - 1)~” for some n. If we were not able to 
choose n = m - 1, then there would exist a subgroup it c r such that the restriction map 
H*(r; Z) --f H*(x; Z) is zero for 0 < * < 2~“. But, assuming d < pm, one would infer that 
the total Chern class c(pln) equals 1. This is a contradiction, since p is faithful when 
restricted to TI. In case p(T) c G&(Q)), all non-zero Chern classes of p 1 z lie in degrees of the 
form 2(p - l)p’, see ([3]), and thus it suffices to assume d < (p - 1)~” to conclude that 
some Chern class of p 1 n is non-zero in the range 0 < * < 2~“‘. 
Applying this to the case of the mapping group r, we obtain the following upper bound 
for the Yagita invariant. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let p be an arbitrary prime and 0 < 2g < (p - 1)~“. Then p(rq) divides 
2(p - l)p”_ l. 
Proqf We consider the natural action of r, on H1 (S,; Q) which defines a representation 
p: r, + Gl,,(Q) with torsion-free kernel. The result then follows from (ii) of Lemma 1.2. 
It is plain from the definition that the Yagita invariant for a subgroup of I- divides p(T). 
We can therefore find lower bounds for p(T) by looking at suitable subgroups of r. This 
leads to the following useful lemma. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let 71 be a cyclic subgroup of p-power order of r, with p an odd prime. If we 
denote by C(n) (respectively N(x)) the centralizer (respectively normalizer) of n: in r then p(T,) 
is a multiple of 2[N(7t): C(n)]. 
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Proof: Let W be the cyclic group N(rr)/C(rr). The image of the restriction map in 
cohomology H *(I-; Z) -+ H *(x; Z) maps into the subring of W-invariant elements, which is 
of the form Z [PI/( pkxm), where x E H *(n; Z) denotes a generator, m = 1 WI the order of W, 
and pk the order of n. The result then follows readily. 
As an application of Lemma 1.4, we deduce the lower bound (i) of Theorem 2 of the 
introduction. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let p he an odd prime and assume that y is qf the form lp” + 1 with 1 prime to 
p and (x > 0. Then p(T,) equals 2(p - l)pP for some p 2 r - 1. 
Proof We know from Lemma 1.1 that p(T,) divides 2(p - 1)~” for some n 2 0. If 
g = lp” + 1 with I prime to p, the surface S, is a p”-fold regular (unbranched) covering space 
of Sh where h = 1 + 1, with cyclic covering transformation group generated by a map 
f: S, + S,. Sincefacts freely, it is conjugate in Diffeo+ (S,) tofj for any j prime to p ([6], see 
also Lemma 2.1 below). The subgroup A c I, generated by the image offin I, has order pa 
and N(A)/C(A) is isomorphic to the full automorphism group of A 2 Z/p’ which has order 
(p - 1)~“~ ’ (see also Lemma 2.1 below). Therefore, using Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.4, the 
result follows. 
Comparing the lower and upper bounds for the Yagita invariant of the mapping class 
group, we obtain part (iii) of Theorem 2 of the Introduction. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let p he an odd prime and g = lp” + 1 with 1 < 21~ p - 1 and tl > 0. 
Then the Yagita inuariant p(T,) equals 2(p - 1)~“~ ‘. 
Proof: Since 29 = 21~” + 2 I (p - 2)~” + 2 < (p - 1)~” we infer from Lemma 1.3 that 
p(T,) divides 2(p - l)p’-‘. On the other hand Lemma 1.5 shows that p(cq) is a multiple of 
2(p - l)p”_ l. 
SECTION 2. FIXED POINT DATA AND MOVES 
A basic invariant of an orientation preserving diffeomorphismfof S, of period n > 1 is 
its fixed point data. It is defined as follows. Sincefpreserves orientation, the singular set of 
,f is necessarily discrete in S,. Let {xi} be a set of representatives of the singular orbits of 
j’and write Zi for the order of srah,-(xi), the stabilizer off at X~E S,. Then fnizl generates 
stabf(xi) and, with respect to a fixed Riemannian structure, the differential offniaZ acts 
faithfully by rotation on the tangent space at xi. Let pi be an integer such thatfpi”‘“Z acts by 
rotation through 2n/~. The number pi is well defined modulo C(~, and pi is prime to xi. The 
fixed point data off, denoted d(f), is then the collection 
where g is the genus of surface S,, n the order ofJ; and q the number of singular orbits of the 
,fiaction; the numbers pi/~i, . , /3,/x, are unique up to order, if we consider them as 
elements in Q/Z. 
A classical theorem of Nielsen [6] states that two diffeomorphisms of finite order are 
conjugate in Diffeo+(S,) if and only if they have the same fixed point data. Symonds [8] 
proved that the fixed point data of a diffeomorphism of finite order depends only upon its 
isotopy class, and thus is well defined for an element of finite order of the mapping class 
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group I,; we will thus write 6(x) for the fixed point data of an element of finite order x E I’,. 
He also shows that the Nielsen Theorem is still true for the mapping class group I,, that is, 
two elements of finite order in I, are conjugate if and only if they have the same fixed point 
data. As an immediate consequence, one can deduce the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that f E Difseo+ (S,) hasjinite order n and acts freely on S,. Denote by 
x the image off in r,. Then the index [N(x): C(x)] of the centralizer of x in its normalizer 
equals 4(n), I#I the Euler function. 
Proof Indeed, all the generators of the cyclic group (x) generated by x have the same 
fixed point data 6 = (g,nl) and are therefore conjugate in I,. Thus N(x) maps onto the 
automorphism group of (x), with kernel C(x), and the result follows. 
The well-known techniques on realizing fixed point data lead to the following result, of 
which we sketch the proof for the convenience of the reader. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let p be a prime and PI, . . . , /I, integers prime to p. Then the collection 
< 99 P’ I Bl lP”> > &lP’” > 
can be realized as the>xed point data of an element of order pf in r, if and only if the,following 
three conditions are satisjied. 
(i) C pi/p” is an integer. 
(ii) The Riemann-Hurwitz formula 2g - 2 = p’(2h - 2) + p’c (1 - l/p”) holds for 
some h 2 0. 
(iii) Zf h = 0 in (ii), then t = max(tI, . . . , tq). 
Proof: Suppose the given collection is the fixed point data of some x E I,, represented by 
the diffeomorphism f of S, of order p’. Then there is a branched covering S, + Sh with set of 
branch points {yi, . . . , y4} c Sh and group Z/p’, giving rise to a regular covering 
s,\qy,, . , Yq} -+ &\{Ylr. . . 3 Y4)’ 
which induces a short exact sequence 
~l(s,\qYl,~~~ 3 Yqw+ JQ(Sh\{Yl> . > Y,>, L <f > g Z/P’. 
Note that 
h 
~I(Sh\{yI, . . . , y,}) = aI,bl, . . . , a,,,bh,xl, . . . , xql n Cai, bi]xl . xq = 1 
i=l > 
and 8(x;) = f Bip’-” for 1 I i I q. Therefore (i) is true since the map d preserves the relation 
nr=, Cai, bilxl . . . xq = 1. By calculating the Euler characteristics of S,\n-’ ( yI, . . . , y4} 
and Sh\{yl,. . ., y,} one gets (ii), and (iii) follows from the surjectivity of the map (?. 
Conversely, given (i), (ii) and (iii) we begin by constructing a surjective homomorphism 
a: ~I~Sh\~Y1>~~~ 9 YqW z/Pt 
such that a(xi) is a suitable element of order p” for 1 I i 5 q. This can be done, if h > 0, by 
putting d(a,) = d(b,) = 1, a(ai) = a(bi) = 0 for 2 I i I h, and a(xj) = pjp’-‘J for 1 I j I q. 
In case h = 0, we still put a(xj) = ~jp’-‘j for 1 I j I q. The condition (iii) then guarantees 
that the map 3 is surjective. The kernel of i3 defines a PI-sheeted regular covering 
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S,\{Zl, . ‘, zI} --+ S,\ {yr , . , y,}, giving rise to a branched covering S, + Sk, with cover- 
ing transformation group generated by a diffeomorphism with the desired fixed point data. 
Note that given an element XET, of order p’, one can determine the fixed point data 
s(xk) from 6(x) = ( CJ, p’lfi,/p”, . bI/p’q) as follows. When k is prime to p then 
6(Xk) = (9, Prlw,lP”, , uqpfq) 
where 1 is a multiplicative inverse of k modp’. When k is a multiple of p, say k = mpS, with 
m prime to p, the subgroup generated by k in Z/p’ is naturally isomorphic to Z/pfeS by 
mapping k = mp” to m in Z/p’-“. If we write n for a multiplicative inverse of m mod p’-” then 
6(x@ )=<9,Pr~SIA~,~, . . . , AI,,~, . . . , A,,,, , Aq,mq), 1 lilq, 1 ljlmi, 
where the Ai,j correspond to /Ii in S(x), m, = pmi”(s.r~r~), and ,4i,j = npi/pmi”(t-S~f~) 
for 1 <jlmr. 
For example, if 
then 
6(x) = (183,81 [11/81, 14,‘81, l/27, l/9, l/3) 
S(x41) = (183, 81 122/81, 28/81, 2/27, 2/9, 2/3) 
6(x3) = (183, 27 1 1 l/27, 14127, l/27, l/27, l/27, l/9, l/9, l/9, l/3, l/3, l/3) 
6(x9) = (183, 9 1219, 519, l/9, l/9, l/9, l/9, l/9, l/9, l/9, 
119, 119, 119, 119, 119, 113, 113, 113, 113, 113, 113, 113, 113, 113) 
and so on. 
The following proposition, which will be used repeatedly later on, was suggested to us 
by an explicit computation with the help of a computer program. The actual proof as 
presented below was communicated to us by R. Swan ([7]). For an integer n and a fixed 
prime number p we will use the notation 6 to denote the unique integer satisfying 0 I 6 < p 
and n = fimodp. We will also write (r) for the fractional part of a number r EQ!, so that 
r = [r] + (r), with [r] the integral part of r. Note that for any FEZ one has 
fi = P<nlP) = n - PCnlPl. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let p he an odd prime and consider the integral (p - 1)/2 x (p - 1)/2 
matrix A = (aij) whose (i, j) entry aij is defined to he p ifi = 1, and ty $2 I i I (p - 1)/2. Then 
the matrix A is non-singular. Moreover, the entries of the matrix pA _ ’ are rational numbers 
which have, in reduced form, no p in the denominators if and only if p is a regular prime. 
Proof [7]. For p I 5 the claim is easily checked directly. If p > 5 we proceed as follows. 
By subtracting each column of A from the next one we get a matrix B which, after 
subtracting the second column of B from the first one, takes the form 
lp 0 0 o\ 
0 2 2 2 
c= 0 3 
ui.j - ui.j- 1 
\ 0 (P - I)/2 I 
ai,j - ai,j- 1 = ij - p[ij/p] - i(j - 1) + p[i(j - 1)/p] = i - Pei,j, 
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where 
ei,j = [ij/p] - [i(j - 1)/p], 3 I i, j I (p - 1)/z 
are the entries of a (p - 5)/2 x (p - 5)/2 matrix E. Subtracting the second column of C from 
the rest reduces C to 
D= 
with 
D-l= 
P 0 0 . 0 
0 2 o...o 
0 3 
-PE 
0 (P - I)/2 
0 . . . 0 
2-l 0 . . . 0 
-iE-l 
The last (p - 5)/2 entries of the second column of D - ’ are given by 
] = -511.;_.,.; 
and pD _ ’ has no p in the denominators if and only if det E is prime to p. By [2], 
det E = fhI, where h, is the first factor of the class number of Q(exp2rc&?/p). But 
Kummer showed p is regular if and only if p does not divide hI. 
The following lemma is immediate and we state it without proof. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose we are given a prime p and an integral linear system 
Ax = b 
such that 
(L) 
(i) A E M,(Z) has non-zero determinant, 
(ii) b = 0, modp2, 
(iii) pA_’ in reduced form has the property that the matrix entries have no p in their 
denominators. 
If x denotes an integral solution of(L), then x = 0 modp. 
As a consequence we will prove the following proposition, which plays a crucial role in 
the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let p be a regular prime and suppose we are given an integer n > 0 
divisible by p and n integers fii with 0 < Di < p, where 1 I i 2 n. Write uj for the number of 
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Bi’s which equal j for 1 I j < p. If the fractional parts (jp,/p) satisfy 
c (jPi/p> E 0 modp, lSj<p (1) 
then aj e ~p_j mod p for all j. 
Proof: The case p = 2 is trivial, so we will assume p 2 3. One can then rewrite each sum 
in (1) in terms of the CQ’S as follows: 
el=C(Bi/p)=Ccci(i/p)EO modp 
I L 
e2 = 1(2fii/p) = C ai(2i/p) E 0 modp 
L 1 
ep-l = T ((P - l)Pi/P) = T mi((P - lb/p) = 0 modp. 
For (p + 1)/2 5 i I p - 1 we have 2(i/p) - (2i/p) = 1, and the first two equations yield 
P- 1 
c Ui = 2e, - e2. 
i=(p+ 1)/2 
Noting that crii C(i = n = kp, we obtain an equation which we consider as the first 
equation of a linear system (L) of the type Ax = b considered in Lemma 2.4, with the 
transpose of x the vector 
(x1,. . . 3 X(p- 1),2) = (@.I - ap- 1, . . . > qp- 1112 - qp+ 1),2) 
namely the equation 
px1 + px2 + . . . + px(,- IJi2 = p(n - 4el + 2e2). 
Observe that the right hand side is 0 modp2. By using the 
((p - j)i/p) = 1 - (ji/p), we obtain (p - 3)/2 additional equations for our 
which take the form 
p-1 
P<~/P)x~ + P<~/P)XZ . . + p((p - l)/P)xt,-1~2 = P e2 - C 
fact that 
system (L), 
Q 
\ i=(p+l)/2 / 
P<~/P)x~ + P(~/P)x~ +. . . + P(~(P - ~)/~P)xc,-w~ = P e3 - 
. . . . . . . . . . 
( 
p-1 
p(p - l)/2p)xl + . . . + P((P - l)2/4~)xcp-~,~2 = P e~~-1112 - 
= ) 
% 
i=(p+ 1)/2 
It is easy to see that the right hand sides of all equations are 0 mod p2 since by assumption 
all eis are 0 mod p and, as we have seen, ~~~~~+ 1),2 Sli E 0 modp. Observing that for any 
integer k one has k = p(k/p) modp, we see that the matrix A of the linear system (L) is 
precisely the matrix A of Proposition 2.3. Thus, by applying Lemma 2.4, we infer that 
Zj - zp_j E 0 modp for 1 I j I p - 1, completing the proof. 
The following theorem can be viewed as a purely algebraic version of our “moves” 
concerning fixed point data as considered in the next section. 
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THEOREM 2.6, Suppose p is an odd regular prime and n > 0 an integer which is divisible 
by p. Suppose the system of p - 1 equations 
ii1 (jXi/‘P> EO modp, 1 <j<p-- 1 
has in integral solution x = (x1, . . . , x,) with 0 < Xi < p for all i. Then it also has an integral 
solution z = (zl, . . . , z,) with 0 < Zi < p for all i such that for any given integer j the number 
of zi's which equal j is divisible by p, and xi (jxi/p) = xi (jzi/p) for all j. 
Proof Let x = (x1, . , x,) be a solution as above, and denote by cLj(x) the number of 
xi’s which are equal to j, where 0 < j < p. Then we can rewrite our system of equations as 
p-1 
Jl ai(x)(ji/p) = 0 modp, 1 5 j < p - 1 
so that for all j one has c(~(x) = Crp_j(X) mod p by Proposition 2.5. We can now alter the 
solution x = (x1, . . , x,) to y = (y,, . . . , y,,) by applying a move of type (s, t), where 1 I s, 
t < p - 1 and s # t, by which we mean the following: 
(i) replace M,(X) by a,(y) = a,(x) + 1 
(ii) replace cc,_,(x) by ~(~_.(y) = zp_Jx) + 1 
(iii) replace H,(X) by a,(y) = E,(X) - 1 
(iv) replace zp_Jx) by a,_,(y) = up_,(x) - 1. 
Note that for such a move to be possible we need to have a t such that a,(x) > 0. If we alter 
x accordingly into y, we obtain a new system of equations satisfying 
p-1 p-1 
& dY)<ij/P> = ,gl d-4 (ij/P) 
for 0 < j < p, because (ij/p) + ((p - i)j/p) = 1. Suppose now that not all ai(x are 
already divisible by p. Then, using Proposition 2.5 and writing n as kp, we have 
p-1 (P-1)/2 
n=kp= C ai( 1 Xi(x)=0 modp, 
i=l i=l 
and we conclude that there must exist a pair (s, t) with 1 I s, t 2 (p - 1)/2 and s # t such 
that X,(X) and a,(x) are both not divisible by p. Performing a move of type (s, t) will provide 
a new solution y. If x,(y) and m,(y) are both still not divisible by p, we repeat the move of 
type (s, t), and eventually t(, or U, will be a multiple of p. By continuing in this manner, we 
will end up with the required solution z. 
SECTION 3. CHERN CLASSES OF REPRESENTATIONS ON HOLOMORPHIC DIFFERENTIALS 
The action of r, on the symplectic space H, (S,; Iw) with its intersection pairing gives rise 
to a representation p: r, + Sp(2g, R), which we call the canonical representation of r, in the 
sequel. Recall that 
H*(BSp(2g, R); Z) = Z[dl, . , dg] 
where the dis are such that they restrict to the universal Chern classes of a maximal 
compact subgroup U(g) c Sp(2g, R). The images of the d;s under the induced map 
p*: H*(BSp(2g, R); Z) -+ H*(I-,; Z) 
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gives rise to symplectic characteristic classes 
di( p) := p*(di) E H”(T,; Z), 0 I i I y. 
We are going to study the behavior of the restriction of these symplectic characteristic 
classes to cyclic subgroups A of order p” in I,. Note that p 1 A factors, up to conjugation, 
through U(g) c Sp(2g, R) and we can view the classes di(p 1 A) as the Chern classes c,(p) of 
a representation p: A -+ U(g). This representation can be thought of in the following way. 
One chooses a lift of a generator of A to an element of order p” in Diffeo+(S,) and chooses 
a complex structure on S, compatible with the orientation of S, such that f acts by 
a holomorphic automorphism. Thenfacts on the associated space of holomorphic differen- 
tials, which is a complex vector space of complex dimension g. This action defines 
a representation of A, whose dual is equivalent to the representation p: A -+ U(g) introduc- 
ed above. We will sometimes, by abuse of language, refer to p as the representation of A on 
holomorphic differentials of S,. 
We will make use of the following basic property of Chern classes of representations. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let p: Z/pn -+ U(g) be a representation of Z/p”, p afixed prime. Assume that 
p can be decomposed as 0::; ’ niwi where w denotes a faithful one dimensional representation 
and where ni = nj for all (i, j) which satisfy 0 < i, j < p” and i = j $0 modp. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(i) The Chern classes ci(P)E H “(Z/p”; Z) are all 0 modpfor 1 I i I p” - 1, 
(ii) ni=OmodpforO<i<p. 
Proof: We first prove that (i) implies (ii). It is convenient for this proof to assume that 
p satisfies in addition no = nP = . = nr”_ r; this will not change the mod p Chern classes 
of p. Consider the ring homomorphism 
4: H*(UP”; Z)-, WP”)CXl 
given by mapping c,(w)~H~(Z/p”; Z) to x. Let ,f(x)~(Z/p”)[x] be defined by 
nrl,‘(l + ix)“l and F(x)~(Z/p)[x] by nyii(l + ix)“l. Notice that 4(c(p)) =f(x). We 
then have f(x) E JJ,p;; (1 + kx)nrp”-’ E fl;:; (1 + kx”“-l)“k mod P, thus 
f(x) E F(XP”~’ )modp. Now, the assumption that ci(p) = 0 mod(p) for 1 I i I p” - 1 
implies that f (x) = 1 + pg(x) mod xp”, and therefore, F(x) E 1 mod xp. So, by Lemma 4.1 of 
[SJ, we conclude that nk = 0 mod p for all k satisfying 1 I k I p - 1. It remains to check 
that (ii) implies (i). If (ii) holds, we can write p in the form pka + T, where r~ denotes the 
reduced regular representation of Z/p”, and t a representation which factors through Z/p”-’ 
so that C(T) E 1 modp. Since c(a) = 1 + ccp_ ijpm- ~(a) we see that 
c(p) = c(a)““- C(T) E (1 + cc,_ l,p,-l(a)P)k modp, 
SO that ci( p) E 0 mod p for 0 < i < (p - 1)~“. 
Our theorem on algebraic moves leads to the following result, obtained by a geometric 
version of “moves” of fixed point data. It will provide a proof of case (i) of Theorem 2 of the 
introduction (see Corollary 3.3) and it will also provide us with an improved lower bound 
for I,, needed for the proof of case (ii) of Theorem 2. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let p denote an odd regular prime and p the canonical representation of 
I-, in Sp(2g, IX). Assume g = lp” + 1 with 1 prime to p and CY > 0, and suppose g does not satisfy 
the (p)-condition. Then for every subgroup z c I-, of order p, at least one characteristic class 
di(p 17t)EH2’(X; Z) is non-zero in the range 1 I i I p’ - 1. 
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Proof: Suppose there is a subgroup n of order p in F, such that di(pl rt) = 0 for 
1 I i I p” - 1. We will show that this leads to a cyclic subgroup of F, of order pa+ ‘, which 
acts on S, with stabilizers of order I p. The Riemann-Hurwitz equation associated with 
this action yields then an equation contradicting the assumption concerning the (p)- 
condition. The construction of such a subgroup is by induction on its order. First, we begin 
by modifying rt slightly, not changing the Chern classes, using our technique of “moves” as 
follows. Let p: n + U(g) be the representation of rc on the space of holomorphic differentials 
on S, (with respect to a suitable complex structure) and write p as @fZt IziWi, o a faithful 
irreducible one dimensional representation of rr. Thus we have di(P ( rr) = ci(p) = 0 for 
1 I i < p - 1. Applying Lemma 3.1, we infer ni 3 Omodp for 1 < i I p - 1. Let x~rc be 
a generator and denote by (g, p 1 PI/p, . , /?“/p) the fixed point data of x, normalized such 
that 0 < pi < p. As we discussed in Proposition (4.3) of [S], see also [4], one has then 
nj = h - 1 + n - i (j/Ii/p), O<j<p, (2) 
i=l 
where h denotes the genus of S&. Note that the Riemann-Hurwitz equation 
2g - 2 = p(2h - 2) + n(p - 1) shows that n G 0 modp and, as argued in [S], by consider- 
ing nj - n,-j = 2Ci (j/?i/p) + n it follows, because for 0 < j < p each nj is divisible by p, 
that 
Equation (2) then implies that h - 1 3 0 mod p, which in particular shows that the orbit 
genus h is greater than 0. By applying Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.2, there are n integers yi 
with 0 < yi < p, forming the fixed point data (g, p( yl/p, . , y,/p) of a generator of 
a subgroup i? of order p in F,, which gives rise to a representation ii -+ U(g) with 
multiplicities ni of the one dimensional components still given by (2) but such that the 
number of y;s equal to a fixed j is always divisible by p. By reordering the y’s, we may 
assume that ys I yr for s < t, and we can then consider 
6 = <Y,PZIYIIP, Yp+1 I P? ‘. . 3 ;‘(k- I,p+ l/P) (3) 
where n = kp. Note that 
k-l 
1 Yip+llP = i BilPZEz. 
i=O i= 1 
Also, with h - 1 = p(s - 1) and n = pk, we get 
2g - 2 = p(2h - 2) + n(p - 1) = p2(2s - 2) + kp(p - 1) (4) 
so that 6 is the fixed point data of an element of order p2 in F, by Lemma 2.2. Furthermore, 
s > 0 since h > 0, and k # 1, because If:,’ y. rp+ 1/p is an integer. Thus, if M = 1, equation (4) 
implies that g satisfies the (p)-condition, a contradiction, and we are done. If c1 2 2, we 
repeat our construction in the following manner. Let 7r(2) denote the subgroup of F, 
generated by an element whose fixed point data is given by equation (3). By construction, 
the associated representation p(2): rr(2) + U(g) on holomorphic differentials (with, perhaps, 
a different complex structure on S,), is such that again ci(p(2)) = 0 modp for 0 < i < p”. 
Decomposing p(2) as @:I, ’ nid, with w faithful one dimensional, yields equations of the 
form 
k(2) 
nj = h(2) - 1 + k(2) - 1 (jfii(2)/p) E 0 mod p, 1 < j < p, (5) 
i=l 
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with h(2) the genus of S,/n(2), pi(2) = yci- l,p+ 1, and k(2) = k as before. Also (see [4])), one 
has nj = njip ifO<j~j+p<p2andjprimetop,sothatbyLemma3.1nirOmodpfor 
O<i<p. The Riemann-Hurwitz equation for the n(2) action is 
29 - 2 = p2(2h(2) - 2) + k(2)p(p - 1) and, as N 2 2, k(2) = 0 modp; in particular, k(2) # 1. 
Again, by considering nj - nPmj = 2~~~~ (jpi(2)/p) + k(2) E 0 modp, we see that 
k(2) 
iT1 <jBiWlP> s 0 modp, O<j<p, 
and thus h(2) E 1 modp from equation (5). This permits us to find k(2)/p = k(3) integers 
61, . > dk(3), 1 < bi < p, SO that 
k(3) k(2) 
1 6ilP = C PiC2)lP2 Ez 
i=l i=l 
as well as 
2g - 2 = p3(2s(2) - 2) + k(3)p2(p - 1) (6) 
As h(2) # 0 we have s(2) > 0, and k(3) # 1 because cfr: 6i/pEZ. If c1 = 2, equation (6) 
shows that g must satisfy the (p)-condition, a contradiction. If c( > 2 we continue our 
construction. If g does not satisfies the (p)-condition, we will eventually arrive at a contra- 
diction, finishing the proof. But we also note that if g satisfies the (p)-condition, we end up 
with a cyclic subgroup n(cc + 1) c r, of order pa+‘, which is generated by an element with 
fixed point data 
(%Pa+ll~l/P~ ” , dP> 
and associated Riemann-Hurwitz equation of the form 
2g - 2 = p”+‘(2s(ol) - 2) + k(cc + l)p”(p - 1) 
with the property that on ~YT(CI + l), the subgroup of order p of ~(CY + l), the characteristic 
classes di( p (p%(cc + 1)) agree with those associated with the original group 71; in particular, 
they vanish in the range 0 < i < p’. 
As an application, we can now prove part (i) of Theorem I. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let p be an odd regular prime and assume g = lp” + 1 with 1 prime to 
p and CI > 0. Ifg does not sati$Jj the (p)-condition then p(T,) = 2(p - 1)~“~‘. 
Proof We know from Lemma 1.5 that p(T,) has the form 2(p - l)pa for some 
p 2 z - 1. By Proposition 3.2. we can find for every subgroup 7c c l-g of order p a non-zero 
element di E H”(n; Z) for some i > 0 of the form mp’ with m prime to p and y < Z, which lies 
in the image of the restriction map H*(T,; Z) -+ H*(z; Z). Thus the largest power of 
p dividing p(lF,) must be less than r and the result follows. 
This proof of Proposition 3.2 reveals, as a by-product, the following. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let p be an odd regular prime and g = lp” + 1 with 1 prime top and c( > 0. 
Zf r, contains a subgroup n of order p with di( p 1~) = 0 for 0 < i -C pZ and if g satisJies the 
(p)-condition, then r, contains a cyclic subgroup of order p’+’ with associated action on S, 
having stabilizers of order I p. 
The converse of that corollary is also true, by a simple construction; it does not need any 
regularity condition on the prime involved. 
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COROLLARY 3.5. Let p be an arbitrary odd prime and assume g = lp” + 1 with 1 prime to 
p and c( > 0. If g satisjes the (p)-condition then IY, contains a cyclic subgroup ?r(a + 1) of order 
P ‘+ ’ generated by an element with fixed point data of the form 
<g?p”+lIPI/p,. . . > Pk/P). 
Moreover, the subgroup n = p%(~ + 1) of order p satisfies di(pjn) = 0 for 0 < i < pa. 
Proof If g satisfies the (p)-condition, we have integers h > 0 and k 2 0 with k # 1 
satisfying 2g - 2 = p”+‘(2h - 2) -+ p”k(p - 1). Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, S, admits a dif- 
feomorphism of order pa+l with exactly k singular orbits, and fixed point data 
(93 PoL+iI/I1/P, . . . 3 fikh) 
where the /Ii’s satisfy 0 < /Ii < p and are chosen in such a way that xi Bi/p is an integer; this 
is possible since k # 1. If 7c(c1 + 1) denotes the corresponding subgroup in I, then its action 
on holomorphic l-forms will be given by a representation of the form 
with o one dimensional and faithful, such that ni = ni+r for any i prime to p such that 
O< i<i+p<p”+‘; this follows easily from the general formula concerning the ni’s, as 
presented for instance in [4], by noting that the only nontrivial stabilizer occurring for the 
action on S, is of order p. We can now apply Lemma 3.1 to the classes di( p ITC(CI + 1)) and 
infer that di( p 1 rr) = 0 for 0 < i < p”. 
This corollary leads to the following lower bound for p(T,), which will be used in the 
proof of (ii) of Theorems 1 and 2, presented in Section 5. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let p be an odd prime and suppose g = lp” + 1 with 1 prime to p and 
z > 0. If g satisfies the (p)-condition then p(T,) is a multiple of 2(p - 1)~“. 
Proof By Corollary 3.5 we can find a cyclic subgroup rr(c( + 1) in I, of order pm+’ given 
by an element x with fixed point data 
+) = (93 P”” I Bl/P, . 3 pk/P) 
for some /Ii with 0 < pi < p. From our discussion on fixed point data we see that 
S(xj) = 6(x) if j = 1 modp. But this implies that p’ divides [N(x): C(x)]. Applying 
Lemma 1.4 we see that p(T,) is a multiple of p” and, using Lemma 1.5, it follows that p(Ts) 
is actually a multiple of 2(p - 1)~“. 
SECTION 4. THE ACTION ON TEICHMtiLLER SPACE 
Let S, be a closed oriented surface of genus g > 1. It is classical that the Teichmiiller 
space Ts of S, is homeomorphic to R6g-6, and T, admits a complex structure such that I, 
acts on T, properly discontinuously by holomorphic automorphisms. For a fixed subgroup 
x c I, of order p, let {Xi}isJ be the set of all order p subgroups which are conjugate to z in 
I,. This is a countable set (in general infinite) so that we may assume 0 E J c N with 7t0 = 7~. 
The fixed point sets Fi = (Tg)nl c T, are closed submanifolds homeomorphic to R6h-6+2” 
where h denotes the genus of the surface Sg/n and n the number of fixed points of the 
n-action on S,, see Proposition 2.1 of [S] (strictly speaking, it is not z which acts on S,, but 
some lift of IL to Diffeo+(S,)). We may choose a triangulation of T,, by triangulating the 
algebraic variety T,/T,, such that I, acts simplicially. Thus each Fi is a subcomplex of T,. 
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We now choose a subset I c J containing 0 such that for i, jcl with i # j one has Fi # Fj. 
PutXi= T,\F,andX,= nXi=XOnX,,,,whereX,,= r)i,,Xi.NotethatF= UFi 
is closed in Tg, since it is a subcomplex, and X, is therefore a (connected) open submanifold 
of Ts, on which r, acts, with stabilizers not containing any subgroup conjugate to 7~. One 
checks easily using the Riemann-Hurwitz equation that the only case for which F = T, (and 
thus X, an empty space) is the case of 7c being generated by the hyperelliptic involution, 
acting on a genus 2 surface; in our applications we are only interested in actions of groups of 
odd order and thus X, will not be empty. We will keep the notation introduced here 
through the entire section. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let rc c I-, he a subgroup of prime order p and F = U Fi c T, the subspace of 
points fixed by some conjugate of 7~. In case g = 2 assume that n is not generated by the 
hyperelliptic involution. Denote by h be the genus ofSs/~ and n the number ofjxed points of 
the n-action on S,. Then the singular cohomology with compact supports of F satis$es 
H6h-6’2”(F; Z) ~ Oie~~, 
CP[ 
and H,k,,(F; Z) = 0 for k > 6h - 6 + 2n. 
Proof Consider the natural map 8: u Fi + F. Since the action of r, on T, is proper, no 
fe F lies in infinitely many Fis, and therefore the map fI is proper and induces a map in 
cohomology with compact supports. Let Sing(F) c F be the subcomplex of points which lie 
in more than one Fi. Since for i # j in I the complex submanifold Fi n Fj is empty or has at 
least (real) codimension 2 in Fi, Sing(F) is empty, or is a subcomplex of F of codimension at 
least 2, and it follows that 0 is a H,*,,-isomorphism for * 2 6h - 6 + 2n = dim(F). Since 
each Fi is homeomorphic to [W6h-6+2n the result follows. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let F c Tg be as in Lemma 4.1 and put X, = T,\F. Then X, is a connected 
mantfold of dimension 6g - 6 with singular cohomology satisfying 
HWs-W2n~ 1(X,; z) z n z 
is1 
and Hk(X,; Z) = 0 for 0 < k < 6(g - h) - 2n - 1. Furthermore, the natural map v: 
X,+X,xX,0 induces an isomorphism 
H“(XO x X>0; Z) -+ Hk(X,; Z) 
for 0 < k I 6(g - h) - 2n - 1. 
Proof Since F is closed in T, we get by Alexander Duality 
Hk(X=; z) Z H$;-6’-k(Tg, F; z) 
and, since Tg E R6g-6 and using Lemma 4.1, HP$-6-k(Tg, F; Z) = 0 for 
0 < k < 6(g - h) - 2n - 1. Moreover, for k = (g - h) - 2n - 1 we have 
H6(g_h)_Zn~l(Xco; Z) = H~-6’2”“(Tg, F; Z) ~ HP~-6’2”(F; Z) r Oie,Z. 
Noting that by the universal coefficient theorem 
Hk(X,; z) Z HOm(Hk(Xm; z),z) 
for 0 I k I 6( g - h) - 2n - 1, the result on the cohomology of X, follows. For the map v: 
X, + X0 x XzO one observes that the same type of argument applied to X0 and 
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X,0 shows that they are homologically 6(y - h) - 2n - 2 connected too, and satisfy 
H,(,-,,-,,-r(X,; Z) 2 z, and H~(,-,,-z~-~(X>O; z) z Oi>oz. 
Using the Kiinneth Formula and the universal coefficient theorem the isomorphism result 
follows readily. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let g > 1 and p an odd prime. Let 7~ he a subgroup of order p, with 
associated Riemann-Hurwitz,formula 2g - 2 = p(2h - 2) + n(p - 1). Then there exists a co- 
homology element eE H6’g-h’-2”(rq; Z) whose restriction to Hh’g-h’-2”(n; Z) is non-trivial. 
Proof Since p is odd, 6(y - h) - 2n > O(it is the codimension of F,, in Ts) so that, in the 
notation used above, X, = T,\,F is non-empty. We first study the Serre spectral sequences 
with Z-coefficients, associated with the fibrations 
XX + Erg xrg x,x + sr, (4 
and 
X,-+Enx,Xr-+Bn (B) 
Let us put o = 6( 9 - h) - 2n - 1. Then, in the obvious notation, one has 
Ey.‘(.4) z H'"(X,; Z)rg = (a) z Z, 
since r, acts on H"(X,; Zj 2 fl,,, Z by permuting the factors transitively (the action is 
induced by the action on the set I). Because Hk(X,; Z) = 0 for 0 < k < w, one has 
E;",'(A)= E:~"(.4) d3 dE,S)~~'+'(A)= nW+‘(r,;Z). 
We will show that di(a)EH”‘+‘(r,; Z) restricts non-trivially to Hw+'(q Z). For this it 
suffices to show that the element a considered as an element in E:,'(B) = H"'(X,; Z)R 
satisfies d:(a) # 0 in H"+ ' (TC; 22'). We will analyze d,:(a) using the n-map X, --f X0 x X,o 
considered in Lemma 4.2. and the spectral sequences associated with 
X0xX,0 -+ ETCX,(X~XX,~)+B~ (C) 
XO-+E~x,XO-+B~ (D) 
and 
X >o-+ EITX,X>~-+BTL (E) 
Since the n-action on X0 is free, En x,X, is homotopy equivalent to X0/~, a finite 
dimensional complex, so that all of 
E;",'(D)= H"(X,;L)" = H"(X,;Z) 
is mapped isomorphically by d,D onto Ei,"+' (D) z Ha+ '(7~; Z); otherwise, as 
H*(Xo; Z) z H*(SW; Z), one would get a contradiction to the finite dimensionality of X,/n. 
The fibration (E) has a section, because the n-action on X ,. has a fixed point; this follows 
from the fact that F. n (u i, o Fi) is either empty or a subcomplex of F. codimension I 2, 
and F. is non-empty. Consequently, all elements in E~x"'l(E) = E,$"'"(E) = HWtl(q Z) 
are permanent dE-cycles. But this implies that dz: E,"-'(E) + Ez3"+' (E) is the zero map. 
The rr-map V: X, + X0 x X,o induces a map of spectral sequences E,*,*(C) * E,***(B). 
As v*: H*(XoxX>,; Z)-+ H*(X,; Z) is an isomorphism for 0 < * I w, and also 
H”(Xo x X>o; 27) z H"(Xo; 27) x HW(X,o; Z), we see that for x = (x0, x,~)E 
H"(X,xX,,;Z)" one has 
d;(x) = d:(\j*(x)) = d,D(xo)E H”+’ (71; Z). 
TOP33:3-1 
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Thus, if we decompose the generator 
aEH’“(X,; Z)‘K C HW(Xo; Z) x H”(X,o; Z) 
as a = (ao, u,~), we have 
res>(d,A(u)) = d,D(uO)EH”+‘(n; Z), 
and we need only show that a0 E H -(X0; Z) is non-zero, to ensure that dt(uo) # 0. For this 
we view a as a F” invariant function on I&,(X,; Z) = k&,(X,; Z) @ I&,(X,,; Z), but every 
l-,-invariant function on H,(X,; Z), which is constant on &(X0; Z) z Z, must be trivial, 
because H,,(X,; Z) is isomorphic to @itI Z, with r, acting by permuting transitively the 
summands of ois, Z. It follows that a0 # 0 and we are done. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let p he an odd prime and g = lp” + 1 with 1 prime to p and c( > 0. If 
x denotes a subgroup of order p of I-, such that the Riemunn-Hurwitz equation ofx has the 
.form 
2g - 2 = p(2h - 2) + n(p - 1) 
with h - 1 = p”(s - 1) and n = (kp + i)p” where 0 < i < p, then 21 has necessarily the form 
mp - i, and the restriction map 
H[(3m+k)P-3(m+k)~2ilp’(rg; z)_, H[(3m+k)p~3(m+k)~2ilp~((71; z) 
is non-trivial. 
Proof: Since 2g - 2 = 2lp”, the Riemann-Hurwitz equation shows that 21 = - i mod p 
so that we can write 21 in the form mp - i for a unique m > 0. Thus 2g - 2 = (mp - i)p” and 
2h - 2 = [m - k(p - 1) - i]p” so that 
6(g - h) - 2n = [(3m + k)p - 3(m + k) - 2i]p”. 
Our claim then follows from Proposition 4.3. 
SECTION 5. THE SHARP UPPER BOUNDS FOR I-, 
We have already established that if g = lp” + 1 with 1 prime to p and c( > 0, then, 
p(T,) = 2(p - l)ps for some fi 2 CI - 1, see Lemma 1.5. To show that necessarily fi I ~1, we 
need only verify that for every subgroup TC c r, there exists a numberj(n) prime to p such 
that the restriction map 
H 2j(n)d(rg; z) + H 2j(QpZ(7(; ;2) (7) 
is non-trivial. This will be established in the next theorem, which proves (i) of Theorem 2 of 
the introduction. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let p be an odd prime and g = lp” + 1 with 1 prime to p and SI > 0. Then the 
Yugitu invariant r, equals 2(p - 1)~” or 2(p - 1)~“~ ‘. 
Proof As explained above, we need to study restriction maps of the type (7). Let 7c be 
a subgroup of r, of order p and consider the associated Riemann-Hurwitz equation 
2g - 2 = p(2h - 2) + n(p - l), 
where n 2 0 denotes the number of fixed points of the rr action on S,. Write 9: I-, + GL,,(C) 
for the representation given by the action of I-, on H,(S,; C). Note that B factors through 
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Gl,,(Q) so that 0 17~ = az + bo, with r the trivial one-dimensional representation and g the 
reduced regular one of n. Thus 
dimcH,(S,; C) = 2g = a + (p - 1)b = 21~” + 2 
and, for a generator r$ of the n-action on H,(S,; C), 
trace(@ HI (S,; C) --+ HI (S,; C)) = u - b = 2 - n. 
Thus pb = 2g - a + b = 2y - 2 + n = 21~” + n so that the following possibilities arise. 
(a) n $0 mod pa. Then b = hop’ with y < x - 1 and ho prime to p. But then the Chern 
class cc,_ r,,(0) n) = bocp_ 1(~) P’ is non-zero, providing a j(rr) for which the restric- 
tion map (7) is non-zero. 
(b) n = (kp + i)p” with 0 < i < p. Since then pb = 2/p” + n = (21 + kp + i)p”, we see 
that in case 21 + i f 0 mod p, b is not zero mod pa, so that the same argument as 
before shows that cc,_ I,tim~(ti) has a non-trivial restriction under the map (7). It 
remains to consider the case where 21 + i = mp. This yields pb = (m + k)p”+’ and 
we find again two sub-cases. Firstly, if m + k is prime to p, then we conclude again 
that the restriction map (7) is non-zero, with j(n) = p - 1. Secondly, if m + k = 0 
mod p, we observe that in the notation above 211 = a = 28 - (p - l)b, which implies 
that 2h - 2 is divisible by pa. Also, we cannot have i = 0 in that case, because 
otherwise 2g - 2 were divisible by p’+l. Thus 0 < i < p and we are precisely in the 
situation of Corollary 4.4, which shows that the restriction map (7) is non-trivial if 
one chooses 
2j(7c) = [(3m + k)p - 3(m + k) - 2i], 
and j(rc) $0 mod p since we assume that m + k is divisible by p. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
As a corollary, we obtain part (ii) of Theorem 2, by combining Theorem 5.1 with 
Corollary 3.6. Of course, this also implies (ii) of Theorem 1, and therefore we have 
completed all proofs of the theorems stated in the introduction. 
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